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1. Introduction
Axial lines, known as the longest visibility lines representing individual urban space, were widely
used in the research of space syntax (Hillier and Hanson 1984). Recently axial lines are also used
in agent-based modeling to implement researches on seeking correlations between human
moving behavior and street networks, as is the case with the simulation of the traffic flows in
urban street networks (Jiang and Jia 2011; Jiang, Yin and Zhao 2009). Therefore it is required for
us as GIS students to be acquainted with axial lines study, especially in the area of human
movement simulation.
This tutorial walks you through a step-by-step process of generating the urban street network
with axial lines, then conducting agent-based simulations with the generated axial lines and
finally sharing the model over the Internet. It aims to provide a general guidance to help you
basically understand how to use agent-based modeling application and web technique to work
on the simulation of street networks based on axial lines.
(Acknowledgement: This tutorial is developed following the document “Tutorial for Automatically
Generating Axial Lines” written by Xiaowei Sun. I would like to thank Professor Bin Jiang for his
guidance and support.)

2. Prerequisites
Before beginning the tutorial, the following software and data need to be prepared.

2.1.

Related Modules and Software

(1) Axwoman 6.1
Axwoman 6.1 is an extension for ArcGIS 10 and is used for generating axial lines. It will be used in
step 1.
Before installing Axwoman6.1, please make sure that Microsoft .NET Framework 4.0 and ESRI
ArcGIS 10 with ArcGIS Data Interoperability have been already installed and configured.
 For downloading Microsoft .NET Framework 4.0, please see http://www.microsoft.com/en
-us/download/details.aspx?id=17851.
 For downloading and configuring ArcGIS Data Interoperability, please see
http://resources.arcgis.com/en/help/install-guides/arcgis-desktop/10.1/index.html#//00870
0000061000000.
The Axwoman 6.1 extension for ArcGIS 10 can be downloaded through
http://fromto.hig.se/~bjg/Axwoman/. For properly installing Axwoman 6.1, please refer to the
user’s
guide
“Axwoman
6.1
Extension
for
ArcGIS
10”
(http://fromto.hig.se/~bjg/Axwoman/#Tutorials).
(2) Netlogo
Netlogo is a multi-agent programmable modeling environment, and the GIS extension enables its
capability of processing, modeling and analyzing geo-data. In this exercise, Netlogo is used in
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whole step 2 and in part step 3. For downloading Netlogo,
http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/. This exercise chooses Netlogo version 5.0.3.

please

see

(3) Java 5 or higher
This exercise includes setting up and running the Netlogo model in the web browser. Therefore
make it sure that Java 5 or higher has been installed for your web browser before doing the
exercise. For downloading please see http://www.java.com/.

2.2.

Data

(1) Street network data
For the exercise on generating an urban street network, the data of Avignon (a French city) is
used in this tutorial as an example. The shapefile data can be downloaded through
http://www.geofabrik.de/data/download.html. Go to the website and find the file with the name
“france.shapefiles.zip” and download it.
(2) Demo model
The demo Netlogo model prepared for the exercise can be
http://fromto.hig.se/~bjg/Axwoman/netlogoAgentBasedModelData.rar

downloaded through

3. Step 1 Automatically generating axial lines
This step has been clearly and specifically instructed by the tutorial “Tutorial for Automatically
Generating
Axial
Lines”
written
by
Xiaowei
Sun
(link:
http://fromto.hig.se/~bjg/Axwoman/Tutorial4AutoGeneratingAxiallines10PDF.pdf). You can finish
this step (generating the axial lines of Avignon) just by carefully going through this document.
One supplement: before doing any operations, start ArcMap and click Customize on the menu bar
and choose Extensions and then make sure that boxes of AxialGen 2.0, Axwoman 6.1 and Data
Interoperability are all checked as the figure below.

4. Step 2 Agent-based modeling of generated axial lines
This step will guide you how to simulate the human movement on the axial lines generated in
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step 1 by using the Netlogo application. Starting from a beginner’s guide of Netlogo software,
then two demo agent-based models will be investigated, of which one is with single agent and
another one is with multiple agents and correlation plots. Finally, you will learn how to conduct
agent-based simulation with your own axial lines through the demo models, including Avignon
network data import and heavy/tail breaks coloring.

4.1.

Getting familiar with Netlogo application

This substep sets up a base for the novice user of Netlogo, providing a brief instruction and
necessary knowledge which can help finish step 2. If you are an experienced user, you can skip
this substep.
4.1.1. Graphical Interface
After installing Netlogo package on your system, you can find a lot of files and folders in the
directory you specified. Make sure that file “Netlogo.jar” and folder “gis” (inside folder
“extensions”) are in the directory. Then click “Netlogo 5.0.3.exe” to start Netlogo. The software
interface is shown as below.

Here we only briefly introduce some tools/items which are used in the exercise. For more
information, please see http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/docs/interface.html.
 Menu bar: Menu bar offers basic functions of Netlogo application. Through menu bar you
can create, open or save a model, edit the code, select suitable tools for monitoring
different variables and/or go to user manuals for needed information.
 Tabs: There are three tabs labeled “Interface”, “Info” and “Code”. Only one tab view is
visible at a time and you can click on each tab to switch the views. Interface tab is selected
by default when you first open Netlogo.
 Interface tab: It is where you watch your model run. It also has tools you can use to
inspect and change what's going on inside the model.
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Info tab: It contains and presents the description of your model. You can edit the
contents whenever you want.
Code tab: It stores and shows the code for your model. In this tab, you can check
whether the code contains errors and change your code over and over again.

 Working with interface elements:
As figure shows, you can add, edit or delete different items of the interface of your model in the
interface tab view. Here we introduce the following three items.





Button: It provides a most common way to control the model. Typically
a model will have at least a "setup" button, to set up the initial state of
the world, and a "go" button to make the model run once or
continuously in case that it is a forever button. Some models will have
additional buttons that perform other actions.



Chooser: It lets you choose a value for a global variable from a list of
choices, presented in a drop down menu. The choices may be strings,
numbers, booleans, or lists.



Slider: It has an associated global variable and by moving the slider
the variable's value changes. You can set the range of the value by
your own.

View settings: This toolbar allows you to control the view updates and other model
properties. The slider lets you control how fast the model runs; the view updates checkbox
controls whether view updates happen; the update mode menu allows you to switch
between continuous and tick-based updates; The “Settings…” button allows you to change
all the view settings. For example, you can change the location of origin or define the worldwidth and world-height by setting the value of (min-pxcor, max-pxcor) and (min-pycor, maxpycor).

4.1.2. Programming guide
This section only chooses to describe a very limited number of elements of the Netlogo
programming language which we will use further to understand and manipulate the model. For
more information, please see http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/docs/.
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globals [variable1, variable2,…]

It defines new global variables. Global variables are "global" because they are accessible by all
agents and can be used anywhere in a model.
set global_variable value

It sets variable to the given value.
let local_variable value

Creates a new local variable and gives it the given value. A local variable is one that exists only
within the enclosing block of commands (“[commands]”).
list value1 value2 …

It reports a list containing the given items.
length list

It reports the number of items in a given list.
item index list

It reports the value of the item in the given list with the given index. Note that the indices begin
from 0, not 1. (The first item is item 0, the second item is item 1, and so on.)
lput value list

It adds value to the end of a list and reports the new list.
ifelse reporter [ commands1 ] [ commands2 ]

Reporter must reports a boolean (true or false) value. If reporter reports true, runs commands1.
If reporter reports false, runs commands2.
foreach list [commands]

It runs the commands for each item of the list.
while reporter [ commands ]

If reporter reports false, exit the loop. Otherwise run commands and repeat.
file-open “file_path”; file-read; file-close

The above three commands are for basic file operations. file-open interprets the path and then
open the file; file-read reads in the next constant from the opened file and reports the resulting
value. The result may be a number, list, string, boolean; file-close closes a file that has been
opened previously with file-open.
?

It is a built-in variable of the Netlogo language. It always used with foreach, referring to the input
(e.g. each item of a list).
to procedure-name
command1
command2
…
end

The above 5 lines create a procedure. A procedure combines a series of NetLogo commands into a
single new command that you define. The “to” is used to begin a command procedure and “end”
is used to conclude the procedure.
In addition, this exercise also needs to use GIS extension which adds GIS support to Netlogo. Here
we introduce a selected number of commands in GIS primitives of Netlogo programming.
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gis:load-dataset (“file_path”)

It carries out to load ESRI shapfile from a given path where .shp data locates.
gis: set-world-envelope gis-envelope

It sets the transformation by mapping the envelope of the NetLogo world to the given envelope
in GIS space, while keeping the scales along the x and y axis the same.
gis:envelope-union-of envelope1…

It reports an envelope (bounding rectangle) that entirely contains the given envelopes. An
envelope consists of a four-element list of the form (min-x, max-x, min-y, max-y).
gis:feature-list-of ShapefileData

It reports a list of all VectorFeatures in the given dataset, each one of which is a point, line, or
polygon, along with a set of property values (not only the lists of vertex but also many other
values, such as ID number, length etc.).
gis:location-of Vertex

It reports a two-element list containing the x and y values (in that order) of the given vertex
translated into NetLogo world space using the current transformation, or an empty list if the
given vertex lies outside the NetLogo world.
gis:vertex-lists-of VectorFeature

It reports a list of lists of Vertex values (for point datasets, each vertex list will contain exactly one
vertex: the location of a point. For line datasets, each vertex list will contain at least two points,
connecting each adjacent pair of vertices in the list.)
gis:find-range ShapefileData property-name minimum-value maximum-value

It reports a list of all VectorFeatures in the given dataset whose value is in the range of the
property. The “property-name” refers to the name of one attribute. And the range is strictly
greater than minimum-value and strictly less than maximum-value.

4.2.
4.2.1.

Investigate the demo models
Run the demo models

For the model with single agent:
Double click

to start the demo.

You may see this warning window while opening the demo model, just click Continue.

Now the model is presented in the interface tab view. It contains a MovingBehavior chooser for
selecting different moving behavior “Random”, “Purposive I” and “Purposive II”, a Setup button
for initiating the model and a forever button Go for running the simulation.
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Click Setup button to initiate the model, you can find the street network is loaded and an agent is
set on the street.

Click button Go to run the model, and in the meantime you can also change the moving behavior
to see how different the patterns the car is moving in under different conditions. If you want
pause the simulation, click button Go again. If you want restart the model, click button Setup
again.

For the model with multiple agents:
Create a folder and move three .txt files “barnsbury.txt”, “betweeness.txt” and “wpr.txt” and
into

that

folder.

Then

double

click
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to open the model.
(Note: those .txt files are important for running the model. Respectively, “barnsbury.txt” is for
loading the network data; “betweeness.txt” and “wpr.txt” are the metrics which will be used and
represented in the plot for the correlation.)
Now the model appears, you can find that besides the elements in the former model, there are
some additional elements which are two sliders and two plots. For the sliders, one slider controls
the speed of simulation and another changes the number of agents. For the plots, one plot is to
present the correlations between the aggregate traffic flow and network metrics and another
one is for the traffic distribution. For more information and knowledge, please read the papers
with respect to the correlation (Jiang and Jia 2011) and the traffic distribution (Jiang 2009).

The operations for running the model are roughly the same with the former one. But this time
you can also move the sliders to change the values of the model’s variables and in the meantime
see the corresponding change happens in the view. Moreover, it is strongly suggested to observe
both plots to find some interesting results after some time ticks, for example, how R-square
value is changed in the first plot, and the pattern of traffic distribution in the second one.
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4.2.2.

Go through the demo code

After running the model, it is necessary to understand how the model is controlled. Click the
Code tab and then you can see the code of the model.
For the model with single agent, the following code performs generating the axial lines of the
original network of the model. (Note: according to the request of the exercise, only part of the
demo code regarding the function will be focused on.)
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to Setup ; initializes model for new run
set streetFeatures (list (list -19.847113930873192 16.392979979993694 -15.147226751807644
-19.507363050458817)

(list

-20.30011510475903

14.41109984424316

19.110987023308713)

(list

-19.2808624635159

5.2944512197907105

-8.012458263105724

-17.015856594086717

-10.334089279270636

20.016989371080385

6.823330181655407)

(list

2.576444176475694) (list -15.54360277895775 -19.224237316780172

-11.693092800928143

20.30011510475903

2.972820203625801)

(list

-13.731598083414406

8.748585170670209)

(list

-5.067950632847789

17.582108061444018

-8.975085757613126

5.804077540412275)

(list

-8.918460610877396

7.616082235955621

-5.124575779583518

-6.823330181655407)

(list

-2.9161950568900687

9.711212665177612

4.1619482850761225

-8.352209143520103)

(list

18.374860115744234

10.220838985799178

19.167612170044446

-0.19818801357505164)
2.6330693232114224)
9.088336051084589)

(list
(list

(list

5.5209518067336285
-7.955833116369996

-0.19818801357505164

19.507363050458817

14.014723817093058
10.787090453156473
0.9343149211395372

19.73386363740174

8.465459436991564
-1.8969424156469368
19.280862463515902

5.7474523936765465))
; * assign the network dataset to “streetFeatures”. The format of this network dataset is a
list of which each item is also a list with 4 coordinates which represents a line (X1, Y1,
X2, Y2), (X1,Y1) refers to the starting point and (X2, Y2) refers to the end point of each
line.
set streetdata (list) ; set streetdata as an empty list, streetdata will be further used
to receive the converted dataset from the procedure “ConvertToLinks”.
ConvertToLinks ; call the procedure “ConvertToLinks”
end
to ConvertToLinks ; this procedure is to convert the network dataset to the links which can
be processed and shown in the view.
foreach streetFeatures

; get the dataset from “streetFeatures”, taking out one line (item)

at a time sequentially.
[
let line ?

; assign each line of streetFeatures to local variable “line”.

let location1 (list (item 0 line) (item 1 line)) ; assign the starting point of each line
to local variable “location1”.
let location2 (list (item 2 line) (item 3 line)) ; assign the end point of each line to
local variable “location2”.
let street (list)

; set local variable “street” as an empty list

create-nodes 1 ; create a starting point of each line in the view
[
setxy (item 0 location1)(item 1 location1)
set size 0.5
set shape "circle"
set hidden? true
set last-node self

]
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create-nodes 1 ; create an end point of each line in the view
[
setxy (item 0 location2)(item 1 location2)
set size 0.5
set shape "circle"
set hidden? true

create-link-with last-node ; create each line through the corresponding starting point
and end point in the view
[
set color white
set thickness 0
]
set street (list [who] of last-node who [xcor] of last-node [ycor] of last-node xcor
ycor)
; assign the ID number of each point and each line of the network to “street”.
]
set streetdata lput street streetdata ; append every “street” to each item of “streetdata”.
]
end

From the above codes, you can identify that the core of the task is how to assign the network
dataset to “streetFeatures” properly in order to make the “streetFeatures” compatible with the
procedure “ConvertToLinks”. “Properly” here means that the street network data you generated
in step 1 should be imported into “streetFeatures” by following the “list” format.

For the model with multiple agents, the principle of the codes which perform the same function
is the same as the former ones. But it uses another way of filling the “list” by creating a
procedure “Readdata” which loads barnsbury.txt file (contains the coordinate sets for line feature
of the network) instead of simply inputting the sets of coordinates into “list()”. The codes are as
follows.
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to ReadData
file-open "barnsbury.txt" ; open the .txt file
while [not file-at-end?] ; make sure the whole content of file are read and loaded
[
let streetEle file-read ; assign the coordinate sets of lines to “streetEle”
let axialline (list (item 2 streetEle) (item 3 streetEle) (item 4 streetEle) (item
5 streetEle))
; assign each line to “axialline” and make it has the format(X1, Y1, X2, Y2).
set streetFeatures lput axialline streetFeatures ; assign the network data to
“streetFeatures”
]
file-close ; close the file when finish loading the file
end

4.3.

Modify the demo models

This substep will make you replace the original network of the both demo models with the axial
lines you generated in step 1.
4.3.1.

Replacing existing network data with Avignon’s axial lines

For the model with single agent:
(1) Add GIS extension
At the beginning of the code tab, type extensions

[ gis ].

(2) Declare 3 additional global variables: “street_shp”,”mylist” and “line-feature”.
globals [street_shp mylist line-feature]

(Note: “street_shp” refers to the shapefile, “mylist” is the list dataset which will be assigned to
“streetFeatures”, and “line-feature” refers to each line feature of the shapefile. Of course you can
use other names instead if you want.)
(3) Load shapefile of axial lines of Avignon street network and assign it to “street_shp”.
Move to procedure “setup”, type
set street_shp gis:load-dataset "data/avignon_NaturalRoadsAxial.shp"

(Note: The tutorial uses a relative path for loading the file, you can also use an absolute path. But
for better use in future, it is suggested to use the relative path. How: creating a new folder in the
same directory of your Netlogo model and moving the shapefile into that folder. The relative path
would be: “folder name/file name”).
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(4) Adjust the frame of the world (view) to make it fit with the shapefile data.

let myEnvelope gis:envelope-of street_shp
set myEnvelope (list ((item 0 myEnvelope)(item 1 myEnvelope)(item 2 myEnvelope)(item
3 myEnvelope))

;assign data’s envelope (min-pxcor, max-pxcor) and (min-pycor,

max-pycor)
gis:set-world-envelope myEnvelope ;set the new envelope to the world

(5) Convert the shapefile data into the list format.
set mylist (list)
set line-feature(gis:feature-list-of street_shp) ; assign the each vector
feature of the shapefile to line-feature
foreach line-feature ; take out each line-feature
[
let p1 gis:location-of(item 0(first (gis:vertex-lists-of ?))) ; assign the
starting point (X1,Y1) of each line to p1

let p2 gis:location-of(item 1(first (gis:vertex-lists-of ?)))

; assign the

end point (X2,Y2) of each line to p2
ifelse (length p1 != 0 ) and (length p2 != 0) ; make sure p1 and p2 are not
empty before adding them into the list
[
let line (list(item 0 p1)(item 1 p1)(item 0 p2)(item 1 p2)) ; make each line
has the list format (X1,Y1,X2,Y2), just the same as we find in the demo code.
set mylist lput line mylist ; append each line to mylist, so that now mylist
contains the converted network dataset of Avignon.
]
[ ]
]

(6) Assign converted network dataset to “streetFeatures”.
set streetFeatures(mylist)
(Note: You have already assigned new dataset to “streetFeatures”, therefore in the meantime you
need to disable the code which previously assigned “streetFeatures” the original street network.
To disable the selected code, it is suggested not to simply delete that code but to use “;” to make
it as a comment in order to keep the original code in case that you will use it again in future).
(7) Run the model with Avignon street network.
Back to the interface tab view, click Setup button, the replaced network dataset will be shown in
the view.
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Then click Go button to run the model with the new network.

For the model with multiple agents:
(1) Redo (1)—(6) of “Model with single agent” .
Please note that this time you also need to disable the procedure “Readdata”.
(2) Run the model
Click button “Setup” and you can see the Avignon street network shown in the view.

However, when you click button “Go”, the model cannot run and meanwhile an error window
appears and the line of code which triggers the error is selected.
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At the superficial level, it would seem that the mentioned two lists (“trafficFlow-list” refers to the
network data and “wpr-list” refers to the network metric wpr) do not have the same length so
that the “foreach” command cannot process. In essence, it is because the network metric data
which loads from “wpr.txt” or “betweenness.txt” cannot be compatible with the imported axial
lines (Avignon street network). Therefore, you need to use the parameter of the generated axial
lines at this point.
(3) Generate your own network metric
(Note: Make sure that you have done the final substep “Calculate parameters in case of lines with
lines” in step 1. If not, please go back to the page 12 of the tutorial for step 1 and finish that
substep.)
Start ArcMap and add the axial lines data you generated in step 1. Right click the data and select
“Open Attribute Table”. Then the attribute table including the network metrics (Connect,
MeanDepth, GInteg, LInteg etc.) appears.

In this exercise, we will use connectivity for the network metric (the “connect” column of the
table). To make the metric applicable in the model, you need to convert the “connect” column to
a .txt file.
Click “Table Options”

and then choose “Reports” > “Create Reports”.
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Select “Connect” into the “Report Fields” and then click “Finish”.

Now a “Report Viewer” window appears, click button “Export report to file”
Format (TXT)” for the export format and click

, select “Text

to locate and name the file (better put in

the same directory of the model and include “connectivity” in the name for future use) and then
click “OK”.

Open the .txt file and edit it to the format “[number1 number2 ….]” which can be recognized and
processed by Netlogo application.

(4) Fix the model by using new metric
Create a global variable “connect-list” and set it as a list format.
globals [connect-list]
set connect-list (list)
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Go to the procedure “SetMeasureList” and input the codes which assign the metric connectivity
to “connect-list”.
to SetMeasureList
file-open "connect.txt" ; open the .txt file for new metric
set connect-list file-read ; assign the new metric to “connect-list”
file-close
end

Go to the procedure “myPlot” and click button
and then replace the text “wpr-list” and
“betweeness-list” with “connect-list”. (Note: This is to replace the network metrics wpr and
betweenness previously used in the original model with the metric connectivity which fits with
the Avignon network data. Also it is suggested to only replace the text inside the procedure
“myPlot”, so please do NOT click button “Replace All”.)

Finally click button

to check if any error contains in codes after the modification.

(5) Run the fixed model
Click button “Setup” and then click “Go” to run the fixed model. This time you can check again on
the plots to compare the results with the original model. Also it is recommended to use other
metrics such as GInteg or LInteg to conduct the simulation to detect the varying degree of the
correlation by following procedures (3) and (4).

4.3.2. Apply head/tail breaks on Avignon’ axial lines
Head/tail breaks is a new data classification scheme proposed by Jiang (2013) for representing
the inherent hierarchy of the data with a heavy-tailed distribution in statistical mapping. And it is
proved that this novel classification method can characterize this kind of data in a more natural
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way than the Jenks natural breaks (Jenks 1963) can do. Specifically, it firstly divides all of the data
values around the mean into two parts, and then continues this process iteratively for the values
greater than the mean (head) until the head values are not heavy-tailed distributed.
In section 4.3.1., we used connectivity as the metric of
Avignon network data. By analyzing the metric values, we can
see that this metric data is obviously heavy-tail distributed as
the figure shows (in ArcMap, open the attribute table and
right click on “connect” column and then choose “statistics”).
Therefore, head/tail breaks can be applied on the Avignon
network data in terms of the degree of connectivity.
Furthermore, we also need to symbolize the axial lines by
assigning different colors to different streets to visually assess the network data, e.g. streets with
a higher chance of movements are in red, whereas streets with a very low chance are in blue. The
following content in this section will guide you how to complete it.

For both models:
(1) Perform head/tail breaks classification on connectivity (Jiang 2013)
In ArcMap, open the attribute table of axial lines data. Find the “connect” column and then right
click the column and choose “Statistics”. A dialog window pops up.

Find the mean on the left side of the table and copy the first mean (5.657277) and go to menu
Selection > Select By Attributes. Choose the field “Connect” for the selection "Connect" >=
5.657277, as figure below shows.
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This is how to select the values of connectivity above the first mean (m1). Continuing this process
and you will obtain the second, third, fourth, fifth and sixth means (m2, m3, m4, m5, m6). Next,
you can conduct a manual classification by imposing the class intervals, [1, 5.7], [5.8, 9.3], [9.4,
12.1], [12.2, 14.1], [14.2, 18.1], [18.2, 22.3] and [22.4, 27] in order to perform the classification. In
this exercise, the class intervals are determined by the lowest value (min), largest value (max), and
the individual means (e.g., m1, m2, m3, m4, m5, m6), i.e., [min, m1], [m1+0.1, m2], [m2+0.1,
m3], [m3+0.1, m4], [m4+0.1, m5], [m5+0.1, m6], [m6+0.1, max].
(2) Assign the classified network data to “streetFeatures”
This time we cannot assign the whole network data to “streetFeatures” at one time. According to
the number of classes, we need to “divide” the network data and “streetFeatures” into 7 parts.
And assign each class of the network data to the corresponding “streetFeatures”. Before conduct
the following procedures, please firstly disable the previous codes regarding assigning the whole
network data to “streetFeatures”.
Declare variables globals[mylist1

mylist2 mylist3 mylist4 mylist5 mylist6 mylist7

streetFeatures1 streetFeatures2 streetFeatures3 streetFeatures4 streetFeatures5
streetFeatures6 streetFeatures7](Here “1” refers to the first class, “2” refers to the second

class etc.).
Assign the classified network data to each “streetFeature”s. We use command gis:find-range to
extract the vector dataset pertained to each class. Here are the codes for assigning the first class
[1, 5.7] of the network to the related “streetFeatures”. (Note: Considering the codes are basically
the same, you can simply copy and paste these codes but meanwhile remember to make small
changes on indexes of each “mylist”, “line-feature” and “streetFeatures” and the class range (the
red text). Since that the range defined by command gis:find-range can only be greater or
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smaller than the boundary values, you need to accordingly add/subtract 0.1 or 0.01 to make sure
that the boundary value of the class defined in (1) can be obtained. For instance, for the first class
[1, 5.7], you can input it as (0.9, 5.8)).
set mylist1(list)
let line-feature1(gis:find-range street_shp "Connect" 0.9 5.8)
;extract the first class [1,5.7] of network data
foreach line-feature1 ; replace the shp with the list
[
let p1 gis:location-of(item 0(first (gis:vertex-lists-of ?)))
let p2 gis:location-of(item 1(first (gis:vertex-lists-of ?)))
ifelse (length p1 != 0 ) and (length p2 != 0)
[
let line (list(item 0 p1)(item 1 p1)(item 0 p2)(item 1 p2))
set mylist1 lput line mylist1 ;lput--> append every line to mylist
]
[]
]
set streetFeatures1(mylist1)

(3) Symbolize the axial lines
After dividing the network data by the defined classes, we now need to assign different colors to
each class. Remember the procedure “ConvertToLinks” introduced in section 4.2.2, it converts the
list data from “streetFeatures” into links and show them in white color in the view. Therefore, we
can use this procedure again to assign different colors to different “streetFeatures”. Here are the
sample codes to perform this function.
Original codes:
to ConvertToLinks
foreach streetFeatures
……
……
……
create-link-with last-node
[
set color white
set thickness 0
]
……
……

The above codes can be changed as follows:
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to ConvertToLinks1
foreach streetFeatures1
……
……
……
create-link-with last-node
[
set color blue ; assign blue to first class of network data
set thickness 0
]
……
……

According to the number of classes, we need to perform this procedure 7 times. Thus you should
create related procedures and better name them as “ConvertToLinks1”, “ConvertToLinks2”….
“ConvertToLinks7”. Because the codes inside the procedure are basically the same, you can simply
copy and paste the codes and meanwhile pay attention to change the indexes on each
“ConvertToLinks”, “streetFeatures”.
As for the colors, please exactly follow the spectral coloring scheme from Xiaowei’s tutorial
shown as the figure below. To pick up the same color as the color scheme precisely, you cannot
simply type word like “green”, “brown” (it is not quite accurate and some colors from the scheme
cannot be described by word) but to use RGB color code instead. For example, in the sample
codes you can change set color blue to set color [0,0,255]. To find the corresponding RGB color
code, please check http://www.rapidtables.com/web/color/RGB_Color.htm.

Finally input those procedure names in “Setup” procedure as following to call the procedures.
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let line-feature7(gis:find-range street_shp "Connect" 22.4 27.1)
set mylist7 []
foreach line-feature7 ; replace the shp with the list
[
……
]
set streetFeatures7(mylist7)
set streetdata (list)
ConvertToLinks1
ConvertToLinks2
ConvertToLinks3
ConvertToLinks4
ConvertToLinks5
ConvertToLinks6
ConvertToLinks7
……
……

In addition, a big contrast of view is needed to observe different colors of axial lines and the
movements of agent clearly. It is suggested to change the background color to black and the
agent color to white.
For the background color, go to procedure “Setup” and input ask patches [set pcolor 0]
For the agent color, go to procedure “GeneratePurposiveAgents” find create-goalmen [set color]
and procedure “GenerateRandomAgents” find create-people [set color], then change the color
to white.
(4) Run the models with the classified axial lines
Move to Interface Tab view, click button “Setup” the full-range-colored network data with
head/tail breaks classification appears in the view. Then click “Go” you can see the agent moving
over the network and this time you may visually detect the moving patterns on the underlying
street hierarchy.
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5. Step 3 Publishing your model
This step will guide you how to publish your model on Google site in order to share the
simulation over the Internet. Since the procedures for publish different models are exactly the
same, the tutorial only takes the model with single agent as an example.

5.1.

Convert the model file into Java Applet

(1) Save the model file as Java Applet
Click File on the menu bar and choose Save As Applet… and then choose the directory where you
save the applet file (it is suggested to save in the same place with your model file). Click OK to
save the applet file.

(2) Run the applet file
Open the applet file (.html), you may find that the model is not working in the browser and one
error box appears.
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Do not worry, read the text above the error box and you will find these two sentences.
“In order for this to work, this file, your model file (traffic-Simulation-demo1.nlogo), and the files
NetLogoLite.jar and NetLogoLite.jar.pack.gz must all be in the same directory.”
“The applet will also need access to the gis extension. Copy the entire directory for each required
extension into the same directory as the applet.”
Now go back to the directory where you install Netlogo, copy the files “NetlogoLite.jar” and
“NetLogoLite.jar.pack.gz” and the folder “gis” (inside the folder “extensions”) and then paste all
of them in the directory of your applet file.
Refresh the webpage and you can see your model and then click button “Setup” and “go” to run
the model just the same way as in the Netlogo application.
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(Note: By conducting this substep, you can find that it is necessary to gather all the files related to
the model in the same directory in order to run the model as Java applet properly.)

5.2.

Upload related files onto Google code project

We use Google code project in this exercise as the “server” which allows everyone can run your
model over the Internet. In last substep, the applet loads all the supporting files from your local
directory. This substep will move all those files onto the “cloud” so that everyone can get access
to them.
(1) Create a Google code project
(Warning: Before conducting this step, you need to have a Google Account to access to the tools
that Google offers. If you do not have it, please go to Google official website to sign up one first.)
Go to the Google code website http://code.google.com/intl/en/ and sign in your account. Then
click

in the lower right of the webpage.

In the Create a new project page, you can enter any description you want for the project
(including project name, project summary and project label etc.) but make sure that choose
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“subversion” for Version control system and “Apache License 2.0” for Source code license. Then
click button Create project.

When you jump to this page, a new project has been created.

(2) Upload applet files to the project
In the homepage of your Google code project, click Source tab at the top of the page.
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In Source tab view, you can browse and upload source code or files of your project. Before
uploading files, click reset this repository to empty the project’s source content.

In Project Repository Options page, choose the first option and then click Reset Repository.

Back to Source tab view and click Browse to go to the source page. We can see the directory is
named “svn” and all the files from local directory of your model will be uploaded into this
directory.
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Click upload to go to upload page. Then click button Choose File to select one file from the local
directory (only one file can be uploaded at a time). When you finish selecting the file, the text
field of Path will be automatically filled. Then enter any description you like in the textbox of
Commit Log (cannot be empty!). Finally click button Commit to complete uploading one file. For
adding another file, click svn to go back to upload page and then repeat the process.

Be aware that to correctly run the model on the web, the files uploaded in SVN project directory
should be organized in the same way as the local directory, just as the figure below represents. To
be specific, for those files which are not inside a folder, you can just simply upload onto SVN
directory; for those files which are inside a folder, you must also create a corresponding folder
with the same name in the SVN directory and then upload them into that folder.
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For creating a corresponding folder in the SVN project storage, go to upload page and first type
the folder’s name and a “/” in the text field of Path (for example, if the name of the folder is
“data”, you can type “data/” in the text field.).

Then click button “Choose File” and select one file inside that folder.

When this file is uploaded, the corresponding folder in the SVN directory is created.

Finally, make sure that all the files in the local directory are uploaded and organized in the same
way as in the local directory. (Warning: It is very important. Do NOT omit any of them.) Now you
can get an access to your SVN project directory. The access will be https://YOUR PROJECT’S
NAME.googlecode.com/svn/.

5.3.

Publish the model in Google site

(1) Create a new Google site
Go to https://sites.google.com/site/ and sign in with your account.
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Click button “Create” to create a new site and it will take you the page where you can choose a
template, name your site and select a theme for your own site. (Note: once you choose a
template, you cannot use another one to the site.)

Click on button “CREATE” and then a new Google site is created.

(2) Add the applet in your Google site
Open the applet files by Notepad (right click the applet file and choose “open with” and then
choose Notepad). Find and copy the code between “<applet …>” and </applet>. Then edit the
code by adding the access of your SVN project directory (codebase = “https://YOUR PROJECT ’S
NAME.googlecode.com/svn/”) into “<applet…>”. The example code as follows.
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<applet code="org.nlogo.lite.Applet"
archive="NetLogoLite.jar,gis/gis.jar,gis/jai_codec-1.1.3.jar,gis/jai_core-1.1
.3.jar,gis/ngunits-1.0.jar,gis/jts-1.9.jar,gis/commons-codec-1.3.jar,gis/comm
ons-logging-1.1.jar,gis/commons-httpclient-3.0.1.jar"
codebase=”https://exercise-axiallines-dingma.googlecode.com/svn/”
width="546" height="350">
<param name="DefaultModel"
value="traffic-Simulation-demo1.nlogo">
<param name="java_arguments"
value="-Djnlp.packEnabled=true">
</applet>

Click on edit button

and the edit toolbar appears.

Click Insert and choose “More gadgets”.

Type “embed” into the search box and then you will find the Embed gadget on the list.

(Note: Since Google site allows no applet code in its html code, you cannot simply edit the page
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by pasting the code in the textbox. Instead, you can use Google Embed widget to perform this
function.)
Select the gadget and then it directs you to the page where you can set up the gadget. Paste the
code to the textbox of Embedding snippet. And set the width and height of the gadget according
to your applet. Then click OK to continue.

Click button Save and you can see your model has been added into the site.

Click button
at the top right of the page to publish your Google site and you can get
the link of the site and change the level of its publicity.
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Now you have finished this tutorial, in addition to having grasped how to generate axial lines with
the raw data, you also have basically learned Netlogo language programming and the skills of
conducting simple GIS operations in Netlogo application with GIS extension. By studying how to
publish the model with single agent on Google site, you can also try to publish another model
with multiple agents by following the above procedures in step 3.
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